Pali Hwy Slide Locations and Contraflows
Impact and Mud Slide Locations
At castle junction, the two right turn lanes from Kamehameha Hwy merge with the two townbound lanes on Pali. Right after the merge there is a break in the median guardrail. This is where the first switchover happens, the left lane of Pali moves over to the Kailua bound lanes and the right lane continues on.
Contra Flow 1 at Auloa Road - Street View
At St. Stephen’s seminary driveway there is another break so this is where the 2nd switchover happens. The right lane of traffic is moved over into the right lane on the opposite side. From here there are 2 lanes heading to town on the Kailua bound lanes.
Contra Flow 2 at St. Stephen’s Diocesan Center - Street View

- Lanes closed
- Right lane is contraflowed to the right opposing lane
- Previous contraflowed lane
This is immediately after the tunnels on the Honolulu side. There are two breaks in the median so this is where the two lanes are brought back to the Honolulu bound lanes. Right lane at the first break, left lane at the 2nd.
Contra Flow 4 at Tunnel Exit - Street View

- Lanes closed
- Previous contraflowed lane
- Left lane is contraflowed to the left opposing lane